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Introduction effect is more serious. So how to solve this problem
and select the control system have become an

The Geosynchronous Satellite(GES) is such a kind of important subject. This paper analyses and compares

satellite which orbital period coincides with the the advantages and drawbacks of various control

rotation of the Earth (24 hr.).If its moving orbit systems for NSSK, then selects one of systems for
lies in the equatorial plane and the satellite Chines GES.
rotates In the same direction as the Earth. usually

call it Geostationary Satellite which is nearly at I. Requirements of control
rest with respect to the rotating Earth. The main

advantage of GES is the permanent contact between Due to the effects of major perturbation forces

the ground station and the satellite. The resulting from Luni - Solar gravitation Earth

communication covering the whole Earth ( except the triaxiality and Solar pressure, the orbit and the

polar area) can be carried out only by three attitute of GES will be changed. These changes are
satellites distributed uniformly in the geosynchronous shown in Table 1. From Table 1. it is seen the
orbit. So they have been applicated extensively in orbital plane of GES relating with the Equator's

the field of communication, navigation, meteorology, plane will be changed about 0.75-0.95° .year as the
reconnaissance,and so on.Since the first GES(SYNCON-2, effect of Luni- Solar gravitation. The NSSK is
USA) was launched in 1963. there have been more than required to correct the perturbation caused by the
one hundred GES in the oibit. They have biought Sun and Moon. In the absence of NSSK, the plane of
tremendous economic and social benefits to the the satellite's orbit will precess, causing an
mankind. apparent increase or decrease in the orbit

In practice, the satellite lying in the inclination.The beam of satellite's antenna will
geostationary orblt(GEO) will not stay indefinitely draw an enlong 'figure of eight' on the Earth. The
in the same position relative to the Earth, because antenna on the Earth station must track this change
additional forces (perturbation) acting on it will appearing every day according to some of program. In
change the shape of the orbit, the orientation of order to be able use simple,smaller and fixed ground
the orbital plane and the satellite longitude. In based antennas and to comply with the international
order to keep at rest relative to the Earth, the regulations on the Geostationary orbits the GES is
effects of various perturbations in the mission life required to be maintained inside position windows,
of GES must be overcome. That is orbit control or the dimension of which vary between ±0.050 to ±0.10
correction. The effect on the satellite is different In Latitude and Longitude.
due to the different perturbation. The mission of The NSSK is an expensive operation because it
orbit control inclues West- East and North- South requires rotating the orbit plane. The requirement
Stationkeeping.attitude control and station change. of LV is about 50 m/s/yr. and almost represents
Among of them the North-South Stationkeeping( NSSK) 90% of the total velocity increment spent for
has the most effect on the design and operation of station-Keeping. The propellant weight of control
satellite. The satellite is the weighter, the longer system of NSSK in GES so far launched is about
of its lifethe higher of control accuracy, the (15-20)% total orbit weight of satellite.

Table 1. Perturbation and velocity requirements'."

Perturbation Effect on satellite AV

Radiation pressure Attitude drift < 1 m/s/yr.
Spurious impulses (3 m/s, over 5 yr.)

Triaxiality of Drift in Longitude 5.5 m/s/yr.
Earth

Solar radiation In-plane perturbation Function of satellite
pressure Increase of eccentricity A/M, surface properties

and orientation

Moon-Sun Drift in Latitude ~ 50 m/s/yr.
attraction
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In China, as the design lifetime of the early GES A. Comparision between the CPS and the EPS
was shorter(-4 yr.), the weight of control system
for NSSK is only a small part of tatol weight of The features of the CPS as follows:
satellite. Furthermore, the electric power on board 1). Simple structure, mature and reliable technology:
is less.Using monopropellant(hydrazine) for NSSK can 2). Low electric power requirement because they are
satisfy the requirements of mission. But in the near Endogenous system;
future, the weight of satellite will increase up to 3). Low specific impulse(-300s). The mass of control
1000-1400 kg. The lifetime of satellite will be 8-10 system depends on the mass of propellant which
yr.. In this case, the weight of control system for will be affected strongly by total impulse.
NSSK will be about 200 kg. Thus the selection of
control system will be an important problem. The characteristics of the EPS are:

1). high specific impulse. So the mass of propellant
II. Comparision of control system for NSSK can be significantly saved. That can be seen from

the equation:
All of control systems for NSSK are a kind of Np = Ms * lexp(L * AV/9.8g Isp )-13 (1)
active control system, using activating thrusters on where, Mp-mass of propellant. Ms- dry mass of
board the satellite to provide velocity increment, satellite, L-lifetime, Isp- specific impulse;
During the thirty years, these control systems which 2). They are a Exogenous system. The energy comes
have been used and planned for NSSK can he divided from the electric power(transfer from Solar or
into two broad groups: Chemical Ppropulsion System Nuclear energy)and the mass of control system
and Electric Propulsion System ( CPS and EPS) as depends on essentially the power system but
shown in Table 2. Both of them have a development less effect by total impulse;
process. 3). Low thrust. They offer less effect on the
The chemical propulsion systems include: cold gas. attitute of satellite and other systems onboard.
monopropellant, bipropellant; and the electric But The time for control is longer;
thrusters have principally: electrothermal( EHT) 4). need electric power. The specific impulse ( or
arcjet. pulsed plasma thruster(PPT). inn thruster, thrust) is the higher, the power higher. It can
stationary plasma thruster(SPT). The hot jet systems be seen from the formula:
of monopropellant and bipropellant which have a Isp = 2 q P/F g 2)
higher specific impulse have been instead of the where F is a thrust, ql a thrust efficiency, g
cold gas jets used in 1980's. In order to improve the gravitational acceleration, and P a power
the performance of monopropellant systems, the consumed in the thruster.
electrothermal hydrazine and electrically augmented From the comparision it is not difficult to see
Hydrazine based on the resistojet have been that for the larger GES of requiring precision, long
developed and used in the early of IflO's. After that life, the EPS is superior.
the arcjet attracted the attention and became a
strong competitor with other EPS for NSSK. B. Comparision of the EPS

Table 2. The control systems for NSSK

Type I Propellant Specific impulse (S)

Cold Gas Kr,Xe, N,F,,I 32--72
NH.

CPS Monopropellant HaO0, N.H, 150--220

Bipropellant N0 4 /MNH 280--330
N____04/UDMH

S Resistojet NH,. N2 180-300EnTI______________-------.-N--- - 1 __0__300__
electrically

augmented N.H4  240--340

Arojet NaL,Ha, 450-500
NH*, N2,

EPS Ion Ion thruster Cs, Hg, Xe 2000--5000
(DC. RIT)

Pl TPPT Teflon 300--1500Plasma
S PT  Xe 1200-1500
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In the past 30 years, many types of EPS have been (3). Stationary plasma thruster(SPT)t
'"' 7 '

suggested, developed . and successfully employed on Stationary plasma thruster developed in Russia. a
several operational satellites. Some of FPS have ever form of Hall thruster, uses an applied magnetic
been planned to use as a control system for NSSK. field to control electron motion in a quasineutral
But up to date, no one of EPS with higher specific plasma discharge. The crossed electric and magnetic
impulse (except EHT)has been operated in a satellite field give a gentle twist to the outgoing ions.
as a control system for NSSK. Why? Fxcept extenal forming an uniform exhaust. The electrons from the
cause, it is necessary to made some analysis from plasma flow along other magnetic field lines to
EPS themself which have reached a high level of neutralize the ion beam. The space charge limit
maturity. similar to the ion thrusters does not exist, and much

higher current and thrust for the same size nozzle
(1). Ion thruster "''' can be provided. The efficiencies in the 509 range
It is a typical EPS of high specific impulse and is at specific impulse between 1500 and 2000 s ( using

also the first electric thruster planned as control Xe as propellant)have been reported. But if the
system for NSSK of CFS. They ( including direct propellant is not Xe and using other gas. the
current electron bombard and radio frequency) have efficiency will low about 10%. The low power SPT
been researched for more than 30 years and many times also has an extensive flight history. In the then
of space flight test had been arranged, such as SERT- -Soviet Union more than 50 of SPT have been mounted
I. I(DC Ion.Hg.USA. 1970). ATS- (DC Inn. Cs. USA. in spacecraft and operated successfully, beginning
1974).ETS-ll (DC Ion. Hg.Japan. 1982) and EURECA back in 1972. The SPT- 100. currently the largest
(RIT, Xe, ESA, 1992). Unfortunately, the expectant version, runs on Xe and generates 0.06 N thrust for

goal of these flight tests ( except the short- time 2 k; input.It is being planned to use as control
test of ETS-III) could not he attained due to the system for NSSK.
failure of engine itself. The key problem of SPT is the life demonstration at
The main advantage of ion thruster is its high higher power levels and improving the efficiency
specific impulse, that is difficult to provide by with other gas as propellant.
other EPS. So. using it as control system the mass
of propellant can be saved greatly. But its drawback (4). Arcjet's'"
is also obvious,such as:l.Complicated constructure Arcjet is a resurgent electric engine. After
(especially grid electrodes): (. Need many kind of stoping 20 years, it has attracted considerable
power supply and high operating voltage(2-3 kv); 1. attention in many countries, such as USA, Japan,
Using Xe insteade of Hg as propellant. The problem German and Italy. Arcjets at various power levels
of mercury poisoning is solved, but Xe is very less (0.5-100 kw) have been developed.
in nature and very expensive: () . Thrust/power(F/P) In recent years.The low power( 1- 2 kw) arcjet is
ratio is less. These factors will rednce the considered highly recommendable as a candidate
reliability and increase the development cost. option for NSSk and other auxiliary propulsion uses
At present, Xenon ion thrusters have reached a high due to its following features:
level of maturity and have demonstrated specific (. Higher specific impulse than a CPS and EHT(500s
impulse levels in the 2500 to 5000 s range for input to 300 s);
powers from 1-5 kw and extended lifetime tests up to ). Higher thrust/power ratio than Ion and MPD( 170
4000 hr.. In Japan, a Xenon ion propulsion system to 35 mN/kw);
will be used as the prime NSSK control system of ETS- ®. Operation with wide range of power and specific
VI planned to launch in 1995. Everyone expects Its impulse;
success. (. Can operate with many kind of propellant, i. e.

hydrogen, nitrogen, amornia, and hydrazine etc.(2). Pulsed plasma thruster'"' Especially using hydrazine as propellant, the
The pulsed plasma thruster used Teflon as propellant feed system can be common with the

propellant(TPPT)is the first electric thruster which RCS and other orbit control systems;
operated successfully as a control system in space. (. Simple stucture and power supply and lower
The main features of TPPT are: the simple structure operating voltage than Ion or MPD;
and propellant feed system, works in pulse. easy to Through several years research, a 1. 4- 1. 8 kwcontrol. It has been applicated as a microthrust hydrazine arcjet system developed by RRC has been
control system in many satellites. However, the low recently baselined for the NSSK function for a
thrust and low efficiency limit its usage. General Electric Series 7000 geosynchronous
In the 70's, the Air Frce(llSA) spent near 10 years communication satellite and selected as a controlto develop a TPPT control system for NSSK. At the end, system for NSSK of Intelsat-!. Extended tests of

they gave up this plan because the pulsed lifetime laboratory class arcjets have been demonstrated overof the energy storage capacitor with high energy 1000 hr.and 500 cycles which would satisfy thedensity could not meet the mission reirements. requirements for about 15 yr.of on- orbit lifetime
Therefore, the TPPT is only suitable to use as a for 2000 kg class GES.
control system of microthrust, low total impulse,
high accuracy. C. Analysed results
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The oomparisions mentioned above only give us a 3). It is clear, if the power available onboard less
qualitative understanding to various control systems. than I kw. the mass less 500 kg, the lifetime
In order to access the potential benefit many papers less 5 yr, and the high control accuracy is not
of mission analysis on these control systems based necessary then the EHT or CPS should be choisen.
on some assumption and specific usage have appeared Based on the analysis results and the criteria
in the literature'" -"'. Figure 1. extracted from mentioned above, the low power arcjet has been
reference (10) indicates the application field of selected for the NSSK mission of near future GES of
typical EPS for NSSK of CES specified from weight China. A preliminary development programme of arcjet
trade-off. In giving area in Figure 1, they can get system has been provided by our laboratry since 1990
the weight saving of propulsion system comparing under the fund of National Natural Science Fundation
with the CPS. of Chnia. As the first step of this programme, a

laboratory model of 1 kw class arcjet is being
developed and charcterized with N2 and Ar. The

- -- ------ structure of DHSL-IA arcjet engine is depicted in

2 10N(/MPD) Figure 2. In the Fig.2, 01-Cathode holder( stainless
steel-SS). 02-Rear cap(SS). 03-Front cap( SS) , 04

S" / -Insulator( Boron Nitride) , 05- Cathode( Ceriumed

0 Tungsten).06-Gasket(Grafoil). 07- Anode( Tungsten) .
S/ The experimental research is underwag.

O/ 02 03 04 05 06 07

5 10

Mission Duration. rear

Fig.1 Application field of EPS in NSSK of CES -- -
specified from weight trade-off

III. Selection of control system 1/29

Each control system has its own feature. Therefore,
the selection of control system should he performed Fig. 2. The structure of DHSL-1A arojet engine
according to the requirements of specific mission
and the condition of a country, and a 'relative
optimal' system should be seeked from various systems. Conclusion
Here, what is the criteria of selection? For the
control system of NSSK, from our standpoint the The cost of space mission being really astrononioal,
principal criteria should be considered as follows: any saving is welcome. The development of control
®. Economic benefit. The cost of development should system for NSSK of CES is a trent toward improving

be less and the benefit obtained in application the propulsion performances so that reducing the
should be high; mass of propellant and increasing the payload. The

®. Reliability. especially the experience of space bipropellant and EHT are a improving system to
flight test and operation of the whole system monopropellant. But, in order to meet the control
or the subsystem; requirements of future GES of the larger, longer life,

). Compatibility. including structure, thermal high power and high accuracy. The EPS is the best
effects, EMI and environmental contamination by selection.
thruster effluent; Up to date. there are three kinds of EPS reached

). Flexibility and the ability of technology the available level as a control system for NSSK of
extension and multifunction. GES. They are the ion thruster, SPT and Arojet. The

arcjet system has been selected as a control system
For GES of a larger, longer llfehigh accuracy, the for NSSK of future GES of China based on several
analysis results of foregoing papers have shown the considerations and started to study.
significant economic benefit can be obtained using
EPS from a weight trade-off on the propulsion system. Acknowledgment
From Figure I It can be seen:
1). Ion(or MPD) thruster seems to he suttahle for This research is sponsored by the National Nature
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ass(l-1.5 T), Arojet is superior;
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